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Molten salts are now widely used as heat transfer fluids in solar thermal plants and
molten salt nuclear reactors. In order to explore their heat transfer enhancement method,
new coaxial cross twisted tapes (CCTTs) are applied to plain tubes with molten salt
FLiBe as the working fluid, and the characteristics of pressure drop and heat transfer are
numerically investigated by the CFD software STAR-CCM+. Simulations are performed
in a laminar flow regime where the Reynolds number ranges from 100 to 1100, and the
velocity, temperature profiles, and enhanced performance evaluation criteria (PEC) are
analyzed to investigate the heat transfer performance of FLiBe in the tube fitted with
CCTTs and typical twisted tape (TT). Research was performed on water and lubricating
oil to investigate the effects of fluid thermal-physical properties on the performance
of CCTTs. The results show that CCTTs can produce stronger swirl flow and greatly
enhance heat transfer. For overall heat transfer performance, the maximum PEC of
FLiBe with CCTTs reaches 2.37. The comparison of three different fluids also indicates
that CCTTs have better heat transfer performance for higher Prandtl number fluids such
as molten salt. The correlations of CCTTs and TT are developed into a unified form for
the prediction of friction factors and Nusselt numbers for various Prandtl number fluids.

Keywords: coaxial cross twisted tapes, twisted tape inserts, numerical simulation, molten salt, heat transfer
enhancement

HIGHLIGHTS

- Laminar convection of FLiBe with coaxial cross twisted tapes is numerically investigated.
- Coaxial cross twisted tapes greatly enhance the heat transfer of FLiBe and high

Prandtl number fluids.
- A general correlation for twisted tapes is proposed based on simulations.
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INTRODUCTION

During the last few decades, molten salts have been widely
applied in various industries, including alloy production, thermal
storage, and power plants (Kearney et al., 2004; Serrano-López
et al., 2013; Sabharwall et al., 2014; Vignarooban et al., 2015;
Garbrecht et al., 2017; Romatoski and Hu, 2017). For the
last two applications, interest is growing rapidly because of
their desirable thermal-physical properties (Serrano-López et al.,
2013). Their advantages include higher volumetric heat capacity
and thermal stability at high temperatures, and hence molten
salts do not need to be pressurized as heat transfer fluids and
would significantly reduce the cost of heat exchangers and
pumps for a required volume (Sabharwall et al., 2014). More
importantly, these attributes enable high-temperature operation
which raises the efficiency of thermal conversion. Thus they have
been widely used as thermal storage medium (Garbrecht et al.,
2017) and heat transfer fluids in solar thermal plants and molten
salt nuclear reactors (Kearney et al., 2004; Vignarooban et al.,
2015; Romatoski and Hu, 2017). Recently, research conducted
using molten salt FLiBe (LiF-BeF2) as a coolant in fluoride-salt-
cooled high-temperature reactors (FHR) is a highly focused area
(Scarlat and Peterson, 2014).

However, molten salts are generally high Prandtl number
fluids with high viscosity and low thermal conductivity, which
result in their poor heat transfer performance. To overcome
this problem, many heat transfer enhancement techniques have
been studied, including heat pipes (Amini et al., 2017), different
modified grooved tubes (Jianfeng et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2015;
Chen et al., 2018), and various passive inserts (porous medium
(Chiba et al., 2001), staggered cylinders (Chiba et al., 2006),
sphere-packed insert (Watanabe et al., 2013). Some research on
applying FLiBe in typical heat exchangers (Xiao et al., 2015; Chen
et al., 2017; Chang et al., 2018), those with internal structures
(Du et al., 2017), and reactor coolant systems (Toda et al., 2002;
Dave et al., 2018) were also performed to testify the potential
usage in industry. These studies showed that passive inserts in
tubes or obstruction in heat exchangers could effectively create
vortices or secondary flow that mix and uniform the temperature
distribution which mitigates the low thermal conductivity. On
the other hand, though fair augmentation on the heat transfer
coefficient could be achieved, most of the above research only
utilizes typical heat transfer enhancement methods and lacks
discussion on whether the device is preferable for molten salts
with a high Prandtl number. Chen et al. (2018) experimentally
studied the effects of Reynolds number and Prandtl number on
the thermal-hydraulic behavior of molten salt with a transversely
grooved tube heat exchanger in laminar-transition-turbulent
regimes (Re = 300–60,000). Results showed that heat transfer
enhancement could vary notably with the changing of the Prandtl
number (Pr = 11–27) for laminar flow and transition flow, while
the enhancement effect is almost independent on the Reynolds
number and Prandtl number for the turbulent flow. In the
laminar and transition regime, enhancement factor (ratio of
Nusselt number from the grooved tube and plain tube) of fluid
with Pr = 27 is 30–50% higher than those with Pr = 11 at
corresponding Reynolds numbers. Such a small change on the

Prandtl number could remarkably affect the performance with
viscous fluid, then it is necessary to investigate the effect of larger
range Prandtl numbers on heat transfer technique and discuss its
applicability on viscous molten salts.

For heat transfer enhancement of high viscosity fluids, the
passive device twisted tape (TT) insert is widely used in the
heat exchanger as a swirl flow generator (Manglik et al., 1993).
The advantages of steady performance, low cost, and simple
configuration make it suitable for multiple cases. During the past
few decades, a lot of research have been done to investigate the
performance of TT with different working fluids, including water,
air (Smithberg and Landis, 1964; Thorsen and Landis, 1968),
ethyl alcohol (Manglik and Bergles, 1993a,b), and oil (Agarwal
and Rao, 1996). The results showed that TT is particularly
effective in heat transfer enhancement of laminar flow and
viscous fluid, which indicates its potential to improve the laminar
convective heat transfer of high viscosity molten salts. Although
the swirl flow induced by TT can appreciably enhance the heat
transfer by disturbing the flow, it also introduces additional
friction resistance and more dissipation of fluid momentum
at a cost, which raises the cost of pumps, especially with
high viscosity molten salts. Given this contradiction, many
new types of TT with different geometries were designed and
analyzed (Saha et al., 1989; Promvonge, 2008; Rahimi et al.,
2009; Eiamsa-Ard and Promvonge, 2010; Abed et al., 2018; He
et al., 2018; Hosseinnezhad et al., 2018; Piriyarungrod et al.,
2018; Ruengpayungsak et al., 2019). Research on modified twisted
tapes indicate a continuous endeavor in finding the optimal
heat transfer enhancement device that obtains higher heat
transfer coefficient and retains lower friction resistance in various
working conditions.

Recently, a new type of twisted tape named coaxial cross
twisted tape (CCTT) was designed, numerically simulated, and
analyzed in our previous research (Liu et al., 2017a,b, 2018).
Liu et al. (2017b) numerically studied CCTT performance under
different clearance ratio, twist ratio (Liu et al., 2017a), and its
local thermal-hydraulic behavior (Liu et al., 2018) with oil in
laminar flow regime, and reported that the Nusselt number of
the pipe equipped with CCTT was enhanced about 151–195%
in comparison with TT. The performance evaluation criterion
(PEC, defined as Eq.8) is at its highest at 0.077 for clearance ratio,
and PEC also increases as the twist ratio decreased. Kunlabud
et al. (2017) and Saysroy and Eiamsa-Ard (2017) later performed
numerical analysis on a similar CCTT design with various twist
ratio and clearance ratio in laminar and turbulent water flow.
Results showed that the CCTT design could achieve a thermal
performance factor (f 1/3

0 Nu/f 1/3Nu0) of 7.28 in laminar flow,
while 1.04 for turbulent flow. Bahiraei et al. (2019) also presented
numerical research on employing graphene-based nanofluid and
rotating coaxial double-twisted tapes (RCDTT) to enhance heat
transfer at Re = 5000. Their research indicated that increasing
rotational speed from 0 to 900 rpm at a twisted ratio of 3.5
can obtain 77% improvement in the convective heat transfer
coefficient. Khanmohammadi and Mazaheri (2019) conducted
a numerical simulation and analysis based on the second law
of thermodynamics for CCTT to investigate its performance in
water turbulent flow. It showed that CCTT could achieve a higher
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heat transfer coefficient and lower entropy generation compared
to TT. All the previous research showed that CCTT provides
better heat transfer enhancement than TT and it is suitable
for laminar flow.

However, these studies of the new twisted tape have been
exclusively focusing on common working fluids such as oil and
water, and the results with molten salts (e.g., FLiBe) and effect
of the Prandtl number on its performance are still unknown. To
examine the applicability of CCTT on high viscous molten salt,
we chose FLiBe as the main working fluid in this paper and also
simulated other fluids (water, lubricating oil) to compare their
results and discuss the effect of the Prandtl number. The physical
and numerical models are introduced in sections “Physical
Model” and “ Numerical Simulation and Model.” In section
“Results and Discussion,” the results of heat transfer and pressure
drop characteristics of FLiBe in laminar flow regimes with CCTT
are numerically analyzed. The water and lubricating oil are also
selected as working fluids to investigate CCTTs performance with
different Prandtl numbers. Based on the results in the present
study range, the correlations of the Nusselt number and friction
factor for TT and CCTT are uniformly developed based on
numerical results in the studied range. Moreover, this numerical
analysis of performance of CCTTs with FLiBe shows its potential
application on heat transfer enhancement in secondary coolant
heat exchangers of molten salt reactors where the radiation level
is acceptable for long term maintenance. The relationship of the
Prandtl number with the performance of CCTTs also implies the
application of other heat transfer molten salts where a compact
heat exchanger is needed, such as parabolic trough (Kearney
et al., 2004), thermal storage (Vignarooban et al., 2015), and
phase-change systems (Garbrecht et al., 2017).

PHYSICAL MODEL

According to the field synergy principle (Guo et al., 2005), a
better synergy between velocity and temperature gradients can
enhance the convective heat transfer rate. The numerical solution
(Meng et al., 2005) of heat transfer in a circular tube revealed
that having 4–8 vortices in the cross section can optimize the
synergy between velocity and temperature field, and therefore the
heat transfer is enhanced effectively. Based on this theory, a new
type of twisted tape named coaxial cross twisted tape (CCTT)
is designed, and a previous study (Liu et al., 2018) has shown
prominent enhancement on laminar convective heat transfer of
lubricating oil. It implies a potential usage with a high Prandtl
number molten salt.

The geometry of CCTT and its cross-section view in the
tube are displayed in Figure 1. The coaxial cross double twisted
tape (CCDTT) and coaxial cross triple twisted tape (CCTTT)
are formed by two or three TTs that have the same twist ratios
and axis and they are spaced by an angle of mutual 90◦ or 60◦,
respectively. The material of the CCTTs is aluminum.

The diameter (D) of the tube is 0.012 m, and the length (L)
is 0.3 m. CCTTs with the thickness (δ) of 0.001 m are fitted
in the tube. The twist ratio (y = H/D), defined as a ratio of
the 180-degree twist pitch to the tube diameter, are 2, 3, 4, and

infinity. The clearance ratio (CR = c/D), defined as a ratio of the
clearance between the edge of the tape and the tube wall to the
tube diameter, is set 0 to eliminate its effect on heat transfer. The
working fluids are water (Pr = 7–8), 68# lubricating oil (Pr = 870–
900), and FLiBe molten salt (Pr = 14–15). Their thermo-physical
properties are assumed to be temperature-dependent.

Reynolds number (Re), Nusselt number (Nu), and friction
factor (f ) are defined as follows:

Re =
ρuD
µ

(1)

f =
1P(

ρu2/2
)
(L/D)

(2)

Nu =
hD
λ

(3)

where ρ is density, u is inlet mean velocity, D is inner tube
diameter, µ is fluid dynamic viscosity, λ is fluid thermal
conductivity, h is heat transfer coefficient, L is tube length, and
1P is pressure drop.

According to our results of the simulation, coaxial cross
twisted tapes have a strong mixing effect due to induced swirl
flow. The heat transfer coefficient at the wall quickly dropped
and became stable at l = 0.03 m. In this case, a 10-times longer
tube length is enough to give fully developed laminar flow, and
the Nusselt number is calculated from the average heat transfer
coefficient of the wall at the fully developed region (l = 0.24 m).

NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND MODEL

Simplifying Assumptions
The mathematical model involves the prediction of flow and heat
transfer behaviors. Some simplified assumptions are required
to apply the conventional flow equations and energy equations
to model the heat transfer process in the tube with twisted
tape. These major assumptions are: (1) the flow through the
tube with twisted tape is laminar and incompressible, (2) the
flow is in a steady state, (3) natural convection and thermal
radiation are neglected, and (4) the thermo-physical properties
of the fluid are temperature dependent. For FLiBe, its physical
properties are defined by the correlations in the corresponding
temperature range (650–700◦C) from the liquid salt database
(Sohal et al., 2010).

Governing Equations
The problem under consideration is assumed to be three-
dimensional, laminar, and steady. Heat conduction in the twisted
tape is neglected. Equations of continuity, momentum, and
energy for the fluid flow are given below in the tensor form,

Continuity equation:

∂

∂xi
(ρui) = 0 (4)
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FIGURE 1 | The geometry and cross-section view of the tubes with CCTT. (A) Coaxial cross double twisted tape (CCDTT). (B) Coaxial cross triple twisted tape
(CCTTT).

Momentum equations:

∂

∂xj

(
ρuiuj

)
=

∂

∂xj

[
µ

(
∂ui

∂xj
+
∂uj

∂xi

)]
−
∂p
∂xi

(5)

Energy equation:

∂

∂xi

(
ρuiCpT − λ

∂T
∂xi

)
= 0 (6)

Boundary Conditions
At the inlet, the fully developed profile of velocity is specified in
Eq. 7 and the exit is set to pressure outlet.

u = 2um

(
1−

r2

R2

)
(7)

where um is the mean velocity. R is the tube inner radius, and r is
the radial position.

The Reynolds number used in the computation is referred
to in the inlet values, which is set from 100 to 1,100. The exit
condition is set as a pressure outlet, where the pressure is the
same as the reference pressure (p = 101.325 kPa). The constant
wall temperature boundary condition is adopted in all simulation
calculations. Considering the evident difference among working

fluids’ industrial applications, the temperature of inlet fluid and
inner wall for water, lubricating oil, and FLiBe are set constant
at 10, 40, 650◦C and 40, 60, 700◦C, respectively. The adiabatic
thermal boundary condition is adopted on the surface of twisted
tape, since its thermal effects can be ignored. On the tube walls
and surface of twisted tapes, no-slip conditions are imposed.

Numerical Method
In this work, the CFD software STAR-CCM+ 10.02 (CD-
adapco, 2015) is used for numerical computations and data
post-processing. It provides a finite volume method fluid
dynamics solution using the common Semi-Implicit Method
for Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLE) with Rhie-Chow
interpolation for pressure-velocity coupling and algebraic
multi-grid preconditioning. For mesh generation, STAR-CCM+
provides tetrahedral, polyhedral, and trimmed (hexahedral)
meshes. Prism layers of mesh cells can be included for
modeling heat transfer and turbulence at important surfaces. For
steady incompressible flow simulation, the second-order upwind
discretization schemes for momentum and energy equations
are employed in the numerical model of this study. Pressure-
velocity coupling is handled by the Segregated Flow Model,
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TABLE 1 | Comparison of the CFD results with experimental results (Wongcharee and Eiamsa-Ard, 2011).

f

Re 827 995 1151

y 3 4 5 3 4 5 3 4 5

Exp 0.410 0.335 0.290 0.386 0.316 0.274 0.368 0.302 0.261

CFD 0.415 0.348 0.310 0.378 0.309 0.277 0.341 0.283 0.252

Error(%) 1.17 4.09 6.78 −2.18 −2.25 1.21 −7.34 −6.39 −3.41

Nu

Re 827 995 1151

y 3 4 5 3 4 5 3 4 5

Exp 12.3 10.0 8.61 14.9 12.6 10.9 17.6 15.1 13.3

CFD 12.8 11.2 9.66 14.5 13.0 11.4 16.7 14.5 13.9

Error(%) 4.27 12.1 12.2 −3.04 3.50 4.83 −5.45 −3.77 4.31

TABLE 2 | Comparison of the CFD results with empirical correlation (Manglik and Bergles, 1993a).

Re 110 212 312 411 510 608 706 804 601 1000

f (correlation) 2.59 1.41 1.02 0.827 0.713 0.640 0.579 0.534 0.499 0.469

f (CFD) 2.22 1.29 0.956 0.785 0.679 0.607 0.555 0.515 0.485 0.462

Error(%) −14.2 −8.49 −6.01 −5.09 −4.75 −4.48 −4.09 −3.56 −2.80 −1.33

Nu(correlation) 12.9 15.3 17.1 19.0 21.3 23.8 26.4 28.9 31.6 34.1

Nu(CFD) 12.0 14.9 17.8 20.3 22.4 24.3 26.0 27.6 29.3 31.6

Error(%) −7.30 −2.76 4.28 6.82 5.15 1.91 −1.57 −4.75 −7.26 −7.46

which is a modified SIMPLE-type algorithm using a collocated
grid arrangement.

Grid Independent Test
The grid independent test has been performed for the physical
model to which the polyhedral grid type is applied. To improve
the accuracy of the near-wall flow solution, prism layer mesh is
applied to the near-wall grid and in the vicinity of the twisted
tape. Four grid systems with approximately 1,258,000, 1,658,000,
2,172,500, and 3,170,770 cells are applied to calculate a baseline
case of Nusselt number (Nu) and friction factor (f ) in which
Re = 1000, y = 3.0. Results show that the difference in Nusselt
numbers and friction factors between 2,172,500 and 3,170,770
cells are 0.77 and 0.3%, respectively. Considering both convergent
time and solution precision, the grids with 2172500 cells are used
for the computational model.

Validation of the Numerical Model
To validate the accuracy of the numerical model, the simulation
results of the Nusselt number and friction factor of the tube
inserted with TT are compared with experimental results
(Wongcharee and Eiamsa-Ard, 2011). In Table 1, simulations
are done in a 1,000 mm long, 19 mm diameter tube fitted
with 1 mm thickness, 18 mm width typical twisted tape with
different twist ratio (y = 3,4,5), which are the same with each
experiment. The overall deviations of the calculated f and Nu

from the experimental results are found to be within ± 8%
and± 13%, respectively.

The numerical model is also tested by comparing results with
the semi-empirical correlation (9), (10) which was developed
by Manglik and Bergles (1993a) under fully developed flow
conditions. The verifications are conducted for conditions
Re = 110–1,000, y = 3. The other dimensions are the same with
our physical model. Table 2 shows that the deviations of the
present simulations from correlations were mostly within± 4.8%
and ± 7.3%, respectively. The maximum deviation of f and
Nu are 14.2 and 7.5%, respectively. The comparison shows
that the numerical model is benchmarked against the previous
experiment and empirical correlation. Concerning that CCTT
and TT produce similar swirl flow and have the same mechanism
of heat transfer enhancement, the numerical model for TT can be
also applied to CCTT.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characteristics of Heat Transfer for
FLiBe
In this section, simulation results of the velocity profile, friction
factor, temperature profile, Nusselt number, and overall heat
transfer performance of the plain tube fitted with TT and CCTTs
are shown and analyzed. Previous research (Liu et al., 2017a,
2018) on CCTTs have investigated the twist ratio effect on its
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FIGURE 2 | The streamline of the tube fitted with CCTTT (y = 3) at l = 0.24 m, Re = 720.

performance, and hence we chose the results of twist ratio y = 3
as a representative case in the following analysis.

Friction Factor and Effect on Velocity Profiles
With multiple twisted tapes in the tube, CCTTs shall have
prominent disturbance on the velocity field. The contour plot of
the streamline of FLiBe through the tube fitted with a CCTTT
(y = 3) at l = 0.24 m, Re = 720 is displayed in Figure 2. It can
be seen that six longitudinal vortices are generated around the
CCTTT as it twists. These longitudinal vortices would induce
considerable centrifugal force which results in the mixing of core
flow and boundary flow, and hence effectively disturb the velocity
profile and the temperature distribution of the core flow. This
result also implies that CCTT has good disturbance on FLiBe
even though it has high viscosity.

To make a comparison between disturbance of CCTT and TT
on the velocity field, the velocity profiles of FLiBe in the plain
tube and the tube fitted with TT, CCDTT, and CCTTT (y = 3,
l = 0.24 m, Re = 720) are shown in Figure 3. Compared to the
plain tube, the TT and CCTTs can all significantly change the
velocity distribution of FLiBe. The major difference is that the
core flow is accelerated and split into symmetric parts, which
is the result of twisted tape’s partitioning and the centrifugal
force of swirl flow. This can be determined more easily from the
streamline in Figure 2.

Compared to TT, the CCDTT has a stronger blockage effect
and can divide the flow into four swirls, and therefore the velocity
profile of FLiBe with CCDTT has a higher value of velocity and
the core flow is closer to the wall. Hence, it induces a higher
velocity gradient near the tube wall, which can be determined
from the steep slope. Such great disturbance on the velocity

0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

Plain tube
TT

CCDTT

u 
(m

/s
)

r (m)

CCTTT

FIGURE 3 | The velocity profile of FLiBe in the plain tube and the tube fitted
with TT, CCDTT, and CCTTT (y = 3) at l = 0.24 m, Re = 720.

profile is particularly effective for high viscosity fluid like FLiBe
which usually has a low inlet velocity. All the above mechanisms
show that CCTTT has a stronger effect than CCDTT due to
greater partitioning and blockage.

One of the biggest side effects of utilizing the passive device
for heat transfer enhancement is the increased pressure drop.
Figure 4 shows the friction factor as a function of the Reynolds
number in the flow of FLiBe in the plain tube and the tube fitted
with TT, CCDTT, and CCTTT, y = 3. Apparently, the friction
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FIGURE 4 | Variation of friction factor with the Reynolds number for FLiBe in
the plain tube and the tube fitted with TT, CCDTT, and CCTTT (y = 3).
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FIGURE 5 | Variation of the Nusselt number with the Reynolds number for
FLiBe in the plain tube and the tube fitted with TT, CCDTT, and CCTTT (y = 3).

factor in the tube fitted with CCTT is larger than those of the
tube with TT and the plain tube under the same conditions. In the
present studied range with twist ratio y = 3, the friction factor of
FLiBe in the tube with CCDTT and CCTTT are, respectively, 9.5–
12.2 and 19.8–23.4 times of that in the plain tube and 2.22–2.32
and 4.26–4.83 times of that in the tube with TT.

The additional pressure drop of FLiBe flow with CCTT can be
explained by following reasons: (1) the CCTTs provide greater
partitioning and blockage on the tube cross-section, which
accelerates flow velocity and reduces the hydraulic diameter; (2)
the CCTTs remarkably increase the surface area of the tape;
and (3) the swirl flow notably increases the near-wall velocity
gradient, which results in higher pressure drop.

0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

T θ

r (m)

Plain tube

TT CCDTT CCTTT

FIGURE 6 | The temperature profile of FLiBe in the plain tube and the tube
fitted with TT, CCDTT, and CCTTT (y = 3) at l = 0.24 m, Re = 720.

Heat Transfer Coefficient and Effect on Temperature
Profiles
The high friction is actually the price of enhancing the heat
transfer of fluid. Figure 5 shows the variation of the Nusselt
number with the Reynolds number for FLiBe in the plain tube
and the tube fitted with TT, CCDTT, and CCTTT, y = 3. As
expected, the tube fitted with CCTTs have better enhancement on
the Nusselt number than those of the tube with TT and the plain
tube under the same conditions. In the present studied range with
twist ratio y = 3, the Nusselt number of FLiBe in the tube with
CCDTT and CCTTT are, respectively, 2.32–3.6 and 2.99–3.97
times of that in the plain tube and 1.38–1.39 and 1.53–1.79 times
of that in the tube with TT.

In general, the disturbance on velocity profile can enable the
CCTTs to mix the core flow with boundary flow, and therefore
effectively affects the temperature distribution of FLiBe. To prove
this expectation, the dimensionless temperature profiles of FLiBe
in the plain tube and the tube fitted with TT, CCDTT, and
CCTTT (y = 3, l = 0.24 m, Re = 720) are compared in Figure 6
in which the dimensionless temperature is defined as Tθ =

(Tw − T) / (Tw − Tm ).
Figure 6 indicates that the twisted tape can significantly

augment the near-wall temperature gradient of FLiBe and
uniform the temperature distribution of core flow. This is because
the blockage of twisted tape and centrifugal force induced by
swirl flow can both accelerate the velocity of flow and therefore
improve the near-wall temperature gradient and convective heat
transfer. Moreover, the swirl flow also enables the core flow mix
with boundary flow, which notably uniforms the temperature
profile of core flow. As seen from the slope of the near-wall
temperature, the CCTTs can produce a greater temperature
gradient and a thinner thermal boundary layer than TT. In
summary, the swirl flow’s disturbance on the velocity field
changes the temperature field and enhances the heat transfer.

It is also notable in Figure 5 that the CCTTT has better
augmentation on heat transfer than CCDTT while the trends of
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the Nusselt number with the variation of the Reynolds number
are similar for both tapes. This phenomenon indicates that
CCDTT and CCTTT share the same mechanism of heat transfer
enhancement whose effect would arise as more longitudinal
vortices are generated (Guo et al., 2005).

Based on the above analysis of temperature profiles, the
enhancement on heat transfer can be explained by three reasons:
(1) the highly increased flow velocity enhances the convective
of heat transfer; (2) more longitudinal vortices would induce
considerable centrifugal force to mix core flow with boundary
flow, and hence effectively uniform the temperature of core flow
and make the thermal boundary layer thinner; and (3) the swirl
flow increases the flow path.

Overall Heat Transfer Performance
As analyzed in previous sections, the enhancement of heat
transfer and flow resistance all increase with the twisted tape
inserts. To evaluate the comprehensive effect of heat transfer
augmentation under given pumping power, a performance
evaluation criteria (PEC) (Fan et al., 2009) is employed and
defined as follow:

PEC =
(

Nu
Nu0

)/(
f
f0

) 1
6

(8)

where Nu0 and f0 are the Nusselt number and the friction factor
of the plain tube, respectively. For power −1/6 in the equation,
we apply the Darcy–Weisbach equation and Sieder-Tate equation
for the friction factor and Nusselt number of laminar flow in
a circular tube. Defining PEC under the constraint of pumping
power satisfies the industrial need since how much heat transfer
can be enhanced with the same pumping power provides better
quantitative parameters than those concerned at the identical
pressure drop. The variation of PEC with the Reynolds number
for FLiBe in the tube fitted with TT, CCDTT, and CCTTT, y = 3
are displayed in Figure 7.

In general, the PEC value tends to rise with an increasing
Reynolds number for all twisted tapes among which the CCTTs
have much better heat transfer performance than TT. In the
present studied range with twist ratio y = 3, the PEC of FLiBe
in the tube with CCDTT and CCTTT are, respectively, 1.2–
1.22 and 1.2–1.38 times of those in the tube with TT. Notably,
the heat transfer performance of the tube fitted with CCTTT
would decrease in a high Reynolds number near the transition
regime. This is because with the increase of the Reynolds number,
the increase of the friction factor of the tube with CCTTT is
stronger than the enhancement of the Nusselt number. In the
range of numerical simulation, the highest PEC 2.73 is obtained
by CCTTT (y = 2) at a Reynolds number of 582.

Comparison of Different Fluids
As mentioned in section “Introduction,” though the CCTTs have
prominent enhancement on laminar convective heat transfer
of lubricating oil (Liu et al., 2017a,b, 2018), its variation
of performance with different fluids is still unknown. To
investigate whether the CCTTs are advantageous on heat transfer
enhancement of high viscosity molten salt, the results of water
and lubricating oil are presented and compared with FLiBe.
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FIGURE 7 | Variation of PEC with the Reynolds number for FLiBe in the tube
fitted with TT, CCDTT, and CCTTT (y = 3).
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FIGURE 8 | The velocity profile of different fluids in the tube fitted with CCDTT
(y = 3) at l = 0.24 m, Re = 720.

Comparison of Velocity and Temperature Profiles
Various fluids’ distinction on viscosity may induce a different
level of the CCTTs’ disturbance on the velocity and temperature
profile, though most research (Kunlabud et al., 2017; Liu
et al., 2017a,b, 2018; Saysroy and Eiamsa-Ard, 2017; Bahiraei
et al., 2019; Khanmohammadi and Mazaheri, 2019) focused
on one specific fluid. To investigate the effect, the velocity,
and temperature profiles of FLiBe, water, and lubricating oil
in the tube fitted with CCDTT are compared in Figures 8, 9,
respectively. The velocity profiles are normalized by each average
velocity (um) to eliminate the differences among inlet velocity
values. Figure 8 indicates no obvious difference between the
velocity profiles of various fluids, which demonstrates that the
CCTTs can effectively disturb the velocity profile with the same
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FIGURE 9 | Temperature profile of different fluids in the tube fitted with
CCDTT (y = 3) at l = 0.24 m, Re = 720.
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FIGURE 10 | Local heat transfer coefficient ratio of various working fluids in
the tube fitted with CCDTT (y = 3) at l = 0.24 m, Re = 720.

level for various working fluids at the laminar regime. This
phenomenon testifies that the CCTTs are effective in affecting the
velocity distribution even with high viscosity molten salt.

For the temperature profile, however, Figure 9 indicates
different level of CCTTs disturbance on various working fluids.
The thermal boundary layer of lubricating oil is thinner than
water and FLiBe. It can be attributed to the much higher Prandtl
number of lubricating oil. A higher Prandtl number means a
higher ratio of momentum diffusivity to the thermal diffusivity,
and generally indicates a higher ratio of velocity boundary layer
thickness to thermal boundary layer thickness.

The comparison between Figures 8, 9 shows that lubricating
oil has a thinner thermal boundary layer than the other working
fluids while the velocity boundary layer shows no difference.
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FIGURE 11 | Variation of friction factor ratio with the Reynolds number for
various fluids in the tube fitted with CCDTT and CCTTT (y = 3).

Since the fluids with higher viscosity would have thinner thermal
boundary layers relative to the velocity boundary layer and
CCTTs can induce the same level of disturbance on the velocity
field, the thermal boundary layer of fluids with higher Prandtl
numbers would be reduced much more, and hence the heat
transfer enhancement is better. Figure 10 indicates the local
heat transfer coefficient ratio of various working fluids in a
tube fitted with CCDTT (y = 3, l = 0.24 m, Re = 720). It
shows that lubricating oil and FLiBe have a higher ratio of heat
transfer coefficient than water. In general, a thinner thermal
boundary layer means a higher temperature gradient and heat
transfer coefficient and Figure 10 testifies that CCDTT has better
enhancement on higher Prandtl number fluids.

In summary, CCTTs have better enhancement on the heat
transfer of higher Prandtl number fluids, whose momentum
diffusivity dominates the heat transfer behavior. It also indicates
that the CCTTs have potential on the improvement of heat
transfer of other high viscosity molten salts.

Friction Factor and Nusselt Number Comparison
All the previous comparisons of results focus on the qualitative
research at representative Reynolds numbers. To give a
quantitative investigation of different fluids in the laminar flow
regime, comparisons of friction factor ratio (f /f0) and Nusselt
number ratio (Nu/Nu0) in the tube fitted with CCDTT and
CCTTT (y = 3) are presented in Figures 11, 12, respectively.
As Figure 11 shows, the CCTTs have almost the same degree
of increase in pressure drop for different fluids, which can be
explained by the same level of velocity disturbance of different
fluids in Figure 8. The similar velocity profile indicates a similar
velocity gradient, and hence the increase of pressure drop,
compared with the plain tube, should be approximate.

On the other hand, the increases in the heat transfer of
different fluids show a prominent difference. Figure 12 show
that the CCTTs have better enhancement on the heat transfer
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FIGURE 12 | Variation of Nusselt number ratio with the Reynolds number for
different fluids in the tube fitted with CCDTT and CCTTT (y = 3).
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FIGURE 13 | Variation of PEC with the Reynolds number for different fluids in
the tube fitted with CCDTT and CCTTT (y = 3).

with higher Prandtl number fluids in the present range of the
Reynolds number, which corresponds with previous analysis
of the temperature profile. For exact comparison, the Nusselt
number ratio of oil in the tube with CCDTT and CCTTT are,
respectively, 1.047 and 1.035 times of that in FLiBe and 1.117
and 1.088 times of that in the water at Re = 720. Higher Prandtl
number fluids can have greater disturbance on a temperature
profile from CCTTs since momentum diffusivity dominates the
heat transfer behavior of viscous fluids.

Overall Heat Transfer Performance Comparison
Coupling the results of the friction factor and heat transfer, the
variation of PEC with the Reynolds number for different fluids
in the tubes fitted with TT, CCDTT, and CCTTT (y = 3) are

displayed in Figure 13. From the analysis of the friction factor
ratio and Nusselt number ratio among different fluids, it is easy
to find that Figure 13 has a similar trend to Figure 12. This is
because the CCTTs can induce the same degree of disturbance
on the velocity field (i.e., pressure drop increase) but a higher
level of heat transfer augmentation in high viscosity fluids. It
also implies that the differences in the thermophysical property
have a stronger effect on the enhancement of heat transfer than
pressure drop in the tube fitted with CCTTs. The higher the
Prandtl number is, the better the heat transfer enhancement of
CCTTs becomes. In other words, the CCTTs can have better
overall heat transfer performance with a higher Prandtl number
fluid. At Re = 720, the PEC of oil in the tube with CCDTT and
CCTTT are, respectively, 1.042 and 1.031 times of those in FLiBe
and 1.113 and 1.088 times of those in water.

CORRELATIONS OF NUSSELT NUMBER
AND FRICTION FACTOR

Analysis of the Correlations of Typical
Twisted Tapes
Until now, many correlations have been developed for typical and
modified twisted tapes (Garg et al., 2016). For TT, Manglik and
Bergles developed their semi-empirical correlations of friction
factor and Nusselt number (Sw = 300–1400) (Manglik and
Bergles, 1993a), as shown in Eqs 9 and 10:

fRe = 15.76792 (1+ 10−6Sw2.55)1/6
ϕ

[
1+

(
π

2y

)2
]

(9)

Nu = 4.612
{
[
(
1+ 0.0951Gz0.894)2.5

+ 6.413× 10−9 (Sw · Pr0.391)3.835
]
2

+ 2.132× 10−14 (Reax · Ra)2.23
}0.1 (

µf

µw

)0.14
(10)

where Sw is a dimensionless swirl parameter that accounts
for centrifugal force effect (Eq. 13); Gz is Graetz number
(Gz = MCp/λL); Pr is Prandtl number; Reax is Reynolds number
at axial velocity; Ra is Rayleigh number that describes the
buoyancy effect; ϕ and ψ are the cross section (Eq. 11) and
hydraulic diameter parameters (Eq. 12); and µf and µw are the
fluid dynamic viscosity at fluid and wall temperature.

These correlations were developed to comprehensively
describe the TT’s main effects on flow, including blockage,
and swirl flow. One outstanding point is that these two
effects were, respectively, correlated by the analytical solution
and the experimental results since the blockage effect is
numerically solvable, whereas swirl flow is mostly described by
the empirical method.

Blockage Effect
For the blockage effect, Manglik and Bergles applied the
analytical solution of fully developed laminar flow in a semi-
circular duct (y = ∞, δ = 0) to solve the constant coefficient
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15.767 as a numerical baseline solution of the friction factor.
Concerning that the thickness of tape inserts will also decrease
the cross-sectional area of the tube, and hence increase velocity
and friction, two parameters that describe the tape thickness’s
effects on cross-sectional areas and hydraulic diameters were
introduced. The first one is the cross-section parameter ϕ, as
shown in Eq. 11:

ϕ =
plane tube cross sectional area

tube with insert cross sectional area

=
πD2/4

πD2/4− δ · D
=

π

π− 4δ/D
(11)

The second one is the hydraulic diameter parameter, as shown in
Eq. 12:

9 =
plane tube hydraulic diameter

tube with insert hydraulic diameter

= D
/(

4
πD2/4− δ · D
πD+ 2D− 2δ

)
=

π+ 2− 2δ/D
π− 4δ/D

(12)

To describe the effect of blockage on heat transfer, the
constant coefficient 4.612 and a function of Graetz number
(Gz, a dimensionless number that determines the length for
thermally fully developed flow) were numerically solved under
the analytical solution of a semi-circular duct model, which
gave a good baseline solution of fully developed laminar
flow’s (y = ∞) Nusselt number. Having these coefficients and
parameters derived from theoretical analysis can provide a simple
and precise description of the blockage effect on fluids.

Swirl Flow Effect
Besides the blockage effect, the twisted tapes also induce strong
swirl flow, as shown in Figure 2. For the effect of swirl flow, the
empirical correlating method was used to reveal the sophisticated
helically rotating fluid flow. The swirl parameter that represents
the balance of centrifugal, convective inertia, and viscous forces
was defined to describe the intensity of swirl flow:

Sw =
(
centrifugal force

) (
convective interia force

)(
viscous force

)2

=

√√√√(
ρu2

s /H
) (

ρu2
s /D

)(
µu2

s /D2
)2 (13)

= Reϕ
√[

1+
(
π/2y

)2
]
/y

where us is the actual swirl velocity in the tube and defined as:

us = u
(

πD2/4
πD2/4− δ · D

)√
1+

(
π/2y

)2 (14)

Therefore, the characteristics of swirl flow were described by Sw,
instead of Re, in the correlations of friction factor and Nusselt
number. In the end, the blockage and swirl flow effect can be
combined and correlated by the asymptotic matching method
which yields Eqs 9 and 10.

New Unified Correlations for Twisted
Tapes and Coaxial Cross Twisted Tapes
Since CCTTs and TT have the alike geometry and the same
mechanism of heat transfer improvement, it is reasonable to
develop their correlations based on TT’s correlations Eqs 9
and 10, proposed by Manglik and Bergles. For the blockage
effect, parameters that describe the changes of the cross-sectional
area and hydraulic diameter can be modified according to the
geometry of CCTTs. The cross-section and hydraulic diameter
parameters of CCDTT are defined in Eqs 15 and 16, respectively:

ϕ =
πD2/4

πD2/4− 2δ · D+ δ2 =
π

π− 8δ/D+ 4δ2/D2 (15)

9 = D/
(

4
πD2/4− 2δ · D+ δ2

πD+ 4D− 8δ

)
=

π+ 4− 8δ/D
π− 8δ/D+ 4δ2/D2

(16)

The cross-section and hydraulic diameter parameters of CCTTT
are defined in Eqs 17 and 18, respectively:

ϕ =
πD2/4

πD2/4− 3δ · D+ 1.5
√

3δ2
=

π

π− 12δ/D+ 6
√

3δ2/D2

(17)

9 = D/

(
4
πD2/4− 3δ · D+ 1.5

√
3δ2

πD+ 6D−
(
6
√

3+ 6
)
δ

)

=
π+ 6−

(
6
√

3+ 6
)
δ/D

π− 12δ/D+ 6
√

3δ2/D2
(18)

For the concern of practical use, the cross section and hydraulic
diameter parameters of TT, CCDTT, and CCTTT can be re-
defined in a unified form where the second order term δ2/D2 is
omitted. The cross-section parameter is re-defined as:

ϕ =
π

π− 4nδ/D
(19)

The hydraulic diameter parameter is re-defined as:

9 =
π+ 2n−mδ/D

π− 4nδ/D
(20)

where n is the tape number and coefficient m shall be set 2, 8, or
6
√

3+ 6 for TT, CCDTT, or CCTTT, respectively.
For the swirl flow effect, the swirl parameter that describes

the intensity of tape-twist induced swirl flow is defined as the
same as Eq. 13 except that the cross-section parameter ϕ shall
use the unified form in Eq. 19. In the heat transfer correlation,
the numerical results show that the swirl flow effect surpasses the
free convective effect, where Gr<< Sw2. This is because the flow
in research has a low Grashof number, and therefore the effect
of buoyancy force can be neglected in the correlation of heat
transfer. Finally, the Nusselt number is developed as the function
of Sw, Gz, and Pr. Based on the results of numerical simulations
with FLiBe, water, and lubricating oil, the correlations of the
Nusselt number and friction factor in the tube fitted with TT,
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CCDTT or CCTTT are uniformly developed and defined as
follow:

fRe = Aϕ92 (1+ 1.348× 10−3Sw1.09)0.462
[

1+
(

π

2y

)2
]
(21)

Nu = B[
(
1+ 0.2165Gz0.662)0.251

+ 3.87× 10−2 (Sw · Pr0.4)0.431
]
2.06

(
µf

µw

)0.14
(22)

where A and B are various constant coefficients for TT and
CCTTs. As for TT, A = 59.24, B = 3.81; for CCDTT and CCTTT,
A = 47.38, B = 5.67.

For Eqs 21 and 22, the range of Reynolds number, Prandtl
number, and twist ratio are 100–1,100, 7–900, and 2–4,
respectively. The comparison of numerical results with predicted
values of the Nusselt number and friction factor are shown in
Figure 14. The predicted values are in good agreement with
the numerical simulations and deviations of Nu and f are
within± 20% and± 12%, respectively.

CONCLUSION

The characteristics of heat transfer and friction factor of laminar
flow for various working fluids in a circular tube with coaxial
cross twisted tape (CCTT) have been investigated numerically.
The streamline, velocity profiles, temperature profiles, and
performance evaluation criteria are all presented for analysis and
the conclusion are summarized as follows:

(1) The velocity and temperature profiles of the tube fitted with
different twisted tape reveal that the CCTTs can produce
stronger swirl flow and improve the near-wall gradient of
velocity and temperature. For FLiBe, the CCTTs are more

effective in reducing the thermal boundary layer of FLiBe
because of its thicker velocity boundary layer. For different
fluids, the CCTTs’ disturbance on velocity profiles is similar
while the reduction on the thermal boundary layer would
intensify with the increase of the Prandtl number.

(2) The numerical results show that the CCTTs can greatly
enhance the heat transfer, though the pressure drop also
increases. The plots of PEC (y = 3) for FLiBe indicates
that the overall performance of CCDTT and CCTTT are
respectively 1.2-1.22 and 1.2-1.38 times of that in the tube
with TT. The maximum PEC value 2.73 is obtained by
CCTTT (y = 2) at Re = 582. For different fluids, the
CCTTs provide better overall performance with higher
Prandtl number fluids.

(3) The semi-empirical correlations of the Nusselt number and
friction factor of various fluids for TT, CCDTT, and CCTTT
are uniformly developed based on numerical results. The
maximum discrepancy between the correlative results and
numerical results for the Nusselt number and friction factor
are found to be± 20% and± 12%, respectively.

FUTURE WORK

The CCTTs heat transfer enhancement performance with FLiBe
have been numerically studied and testified as a feasible
method on high Prandtl number fluids, though further research
could be done on experimental demonstration and geometry
modification simulation. There are various types of geometry
modifications that can be applied on the CCTTs, including
alternative clockwise and counter-clockwise (Eiamsa-Ard and
Promvonge, 2010), notched tape (Rahimi et al., 2009), multiple
tapes (Piriyarungrod et al., 2018), and grooved tubes (Lu et al.,
2015). These modifications could either periodically mix swirl
flow in each channel or introduce perturbation near the wall
so that heat transfer resistance is further reduced. Through
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experimental demonstration, the semi-empirical correlation in
this work could be testified and corrected based on measurement.
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NOMENCLATURE

Cp Specific heat at constant pressure, J/(kg·K)
CR Clearance ratio
c The clearance between twisted tape and tube wall, m
D Inner tube diameter, m
f Friction factor
Gr Grashof number,
Gz Graetz number, MCp/λL
H 180-degree twist pitch, m
h Heat transfer coefficient, W/(m2

·K)
L Tube length, m
l Distance to the inlet, m
M Mass flow rate, kg/s
m Coefficient in hydraulic diameter parameter
n Coefficient in cross-section parameter for tape number
Nu Nusselt number
p Reference pressure, 101.325 kPa
1P Pressure drop, Pa
PEC Performance evaluation criteria
Pr Prandtl number
r Radial position, m
R Tube inner radius, m
Ra Rayleigh number
Re Reynolds number
Sw Swirl parameter
T Temperature, ◦C
Tθ Dimensionless temperature
U Velocity, m/s
us Actual swirl velocity, m/s
y Twist ratio
Greek symbols
δ Tape thickness, m
λ Thermal conductivity, W/(m·K)
µ Dynamic viscosity, Pa·s
µf Dynamic viscosity at fluid mean temperature, Pa·s
ρ Density, kg/m3

ϕ Cross-section parameter
ψ Hydraulic diameter parameter
Subscript
0 Plain tube
ax Value at the axial flow
m Mean value
w Value at wall
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